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“It’s impossible (for) competent counsel to use a case and 
not Shepardize it and not realize that the same case 
(had been) modified a year later.”
—Mardirossian & Associates, Inc. v. Seth Ersoff
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Take the case of one attorney who Shepardized™ 
a case and learned it had been overruled on one 
point of law but followed on the point of law she 
wanted to cite. Other citation services may have 
only flagged that the case had been overruled.

Shepard’s® Citations Service is, and has been 
for generations, the best way to keep pace with 
authority. If you’re not using Shepard’s, you just 
might be missing something.
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Start your free trial today

http://www.lexisnexis.com/trial/uslm173280.asp?utm_campaign=173280_MBIGREDShepardsLandingPage&utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_content=173280reg_0pct_kd&utm_term=pm&access=1-1289008871&treatcd=1-1299176207


Easily identify splits of authority with Shepard’s 
“followed by” analysis

Shepard’s attorney-editors are not just looking for negative 

treatments. They also identify when a case has been 

“followed” in whole or in part.  

Exclusive Shepard’s graphical tools present 
treatments of your case by courts or date
See at a glance when a case was treated positively  

by one court and negatively by another.

Get the most comprehensive editorial analysis—NEgativE, NEutral and truE PositivE.
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Exclusive preview of citing references 
that most influenced the Shepard’s treatment
Without leaving your full-text case, exclusive reason for 

Shepard’s Signal™ indicators display the citing reference 

that had the strongest influence 

on your case’s treatment. Know 

immediately how a citing case can 

support or weaken your case.

Fast, current and comprehensive
Shepard’s analysis is completed around the clock by expert 

attorney-editors who read cases and apply a full spectrum 

of editorial phrases.

Lexisnexis gathers opinions from over 1,000 

case collection points throughout the united 

states.

cases are received electronically from courts 

every 15 minutes. 

new information is added to Shepard’s every          

15 minutes.

Shepard’s attorney-editors read and analyze 

cases in detail for appellate history and 

treatment. 

lexisNexis works hand in hand with courts to 

identify, clarify and correct substantive factual 

and legal errors in cases.

Shepard’s links to over 1,000 treatises 

including Matthew Bender®, Lexisnexis® 

Sheshunoff® and Lexisnexis® A.S. pratt® titles.

Shepard’s attorney-editors read and analyze  
case opinions—they don’t rely on algorithms  
like competitive offerings do

Because Shepard’s attorney-editors carefully read every case 

opinion included in a Shepard’s report and are experienced  

at identifying the subtle ways a court may refer to a case, 

they pick up nuanced treatments that a computer program 

may miss.


